
Minutes of the Faculty Executive Committee 
FEC-6 
October 13, 2010 
 
Present: Barbara Black, Ben Givan, Pat Hilleren, Karen Kellogg, Reg Lilly (chair), and 
Natalie Taylor (scribe) 
 
I.     The Minutes from the October 6, 2010 meeting were approved. 
 
II.   CEPP Response to the Division of the Disciplines 
• CEPP does not anticipate a difficulty in using two different divisions of the disciplines 

for administrative and governance purposes. 
• FEC will draft language into the handbook to include the division of the disciplines that 

it has been using for running those elections. 
• Discussion ensued about whether the addition to the handbook is necessary.  Those who 

argued for the new language believe it is important in order to have a clearly defined and 
regular election process. 

 
III.  Update on Committee Matrix 
• Members of FEC continue to contact the chairs of other committees to ask each to 

update their operating codes if need be and to pursue committee reduction if it considers 
reduction possible and beneficial. 

• In the case that a committee does decide to reduce its size, it should write the rationale 
for the reduction and work with FEC to bring it to the floor of the faculty. 
 

IV.  Board of Trustee Observations 
• The “Board Book” was distributed. 
 
V.  Post-Baccalaureate Group 
• Beau advised FEC that a group of administrators, as well as some faculty, have been 

meeting regularly to discuss the “transitions and transformations” of our students’ 
undergraduate education with a particular concern for how we prepare students for to 
meet their post-baccalaureate goals.   

• Beau would like to have the regular participation of Kim Marsella and David Howson 
and asked FEC if the committee anticipated any governance concerns. 

• At this time, FEC does not. 
 
VI.  Network Facilitator  
• Beau is forming a search committee for the selection of the Faculty Network Facilitator.  

He would like a five person search committee consisting of one member from each of 
the following committees: FEC, CEPP, FDC, and the Center Study Group.  Beau will 
chair the committee. 

• Pat will represent FEC. 
 
 
 
VII.  Honor’s Council 



• It is currently operating out of line with the faculty handbook, but working to articulate 
its role and work.  As it does so, it will consider the size of the committee and the 
possibility of reduction. 

 
VIII.  Round II 
• Round II will take place in November before Thanksgiving. 
 
IX.  Reduction of FEC 
• FEC-6 considered how few members it needs to carry out its tasks. 
• We also discussed the possibility of electing members to represent the four divisions of 

the disciplines. 
 
X.  Status of International Faculty 
• A concern was raised about Skidmore’s responsibility to international faculty in securing 

the appropriate, legal immigration status. 
• More information was needed about the faculty affected and the process. 
 
XI.  Governance Web Site Update 
 
XII.  SUNY Deactivation of their French, Italian, and Russian Programs 
• A request was made that FEC offer a statement, endorsed by the faculty as a whole, 

objecting to SUNY’s decision. 
• It was decided that FEC is not the appropriate committee to offer such a statement. 
 
XIII.  Committee Chair Emoluments 
• FEC is interested in clarifying how stipends and course releases are distributed to 

committee chairs and standardizing the emoluments. 
 
Respectfully submitted, 
Natalie Taylor 
 
 


